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1. Brushes 

 

Bring brushes you have (all kinds, large and small).  

But you will NEED at least 1 pointed brush + 1 broad-edged brush.  

 

A. Pointed brushes 

Winsor & Newton Series 7 #2 or 3.  

Winsor & Newton Series 7 #000 is good to have for detailed drawing of letters (opt.).  

It is handy to have a Pentel cartridge brush, especially good for practice or warm-up. 

 

John recommends sable as they snap back to a point the best. Pointed brushes are not quite like nibs, meaning that they each have their own distinct 

character. He uses different brushes for different things and it seems very subjective at times, as with paper, one has quite a range of choices. Here 

are some alternatives (not mandatory):  W&N Series 8 is a possibility, Handover 66, Escoda 1212 Kolinsky #4, Sharff, Chinese/ Japanese brushes, 

Lebenzon, W&N Septre, Jack Richeson 9000 Signature Series #6 (not sable, but will do), Isabey 6226, Raphael 8408, Loew Cornell 9000, Cirrus 110 

(W&N). 

 

B. A broad edge-brush  

W&N 995=1/2" or thereabouts 

 

 

2. Pens 

 

Ruling Pens 

Small Brauses and Mitchells 

Pointed Pens (any and all) 

Pointed pens come in variety of flexibility and metal. We will use them as pointed pens and learn to shape them into a kind of hybrid 

“pointed/broad” pen.  

 

3. Ink/Pigment 

 

Ink: Pelikan 4001, Higgins eternal 

Gouache, watercolor, and/or Sumi 

John will have some tempra paint. ( I will have to ship in advance) 

If you have color media, like some pastels and color pencils, they may come in handy. 

 

4. Paper 

 

There will be practice paper (brown Kraft), but you can bring paper as an option, if you want to write and/or make a piece. 

Here are suggested papers: Arches Text Wove, Japanese papers, Frankfurt, BFK Rives, Ingres, Strathmore, Canson.  

Bond paper is fine, if it does not bleed. Several white sheets of paper are needed to complete a book project. Something you feel you can write small 

on. 

 

5. Texts 

 

Some as short as 2-3 word, then a sentence or two and other texts which are longer. 

 

6. Special Items 

 

A magnifier or loupe for looking at nibs when shaping. 

An Arkansas stone and very fine polishing paper for shaping and polishing nibs.  

Masking Tape 

Palette to palette our brushes (I like glass, but porcelain or hard material will work.) Alternatively, so does paper plates (styrol or plastic coated). 

A small brush for loading pens 

Water container 

Paper towels 

Note taking stuff 

Paper weights 

Glue (stick glue) 



Straight edge for lines 

Crops (2 “L” crops) (You can cut from matt board.) 

Small container (to share tempera paint) 

Soap to clean brushes 

Bed risers or large cans (see diagram below) 

 

A few simple tools for bookmaking like a (bone) folder, something to make holes  

and we may actually sew some pages together (opt.). 

Felt-tipped, or roller ball pens or ball-point pens (opt.). 

 

 

Please Note 

 

There will be a materials fee of $25. 

  

No video-recording--- but photography is allowed with consideration for others. 

 
 
 
Bed risers: 
 

 
 


